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Models for the Delivery of.Sclit.ol District Evaluation:
Service or Ance-untability?

Fuzzy rnin1-4F., underlies many of the organizational snhem?s-

far evaluation in public schools rooz - -_uzr: 7.11 Oro abc&itt to

purposes of evaluation and the underlying philosophies that ;overt

:re orzanizationa: structure ,s.f evaluation its to achieve those

c.:17.oses. The way a school disc}:__ organizes to ex evaluaripen

shoK.?. directly re!lect both its purpose in evaluating its program

and its philosophies of atiministration and educational rhange.

Evaluators thpselves should be keenly attuned to these local-..

ideas, either directing their work to theexisting

purposes and philosophies or working tc change them.

The Austin ISD Office of Research and Evaluation wef created three

years ago in a district were the Board And public were clamoring
.--

for'accountability. in ree7=Irining our over the past

three years as we have struggled to 'institutionalize this new unit,

we believe sae have been guilty of -the fuzzy thinking alluded to atove.

Ir .

tried to serve 11-pA serv4me" unit whet the dish our paying clients

.were ordering, was an " accountability" one. In we found that

we were unclear three years ado about uko our real clients were and

1

hence were misaddressing much of our work and reporting. Morgover,

O
wr.think we, -ere deli:ding ourselves with same rpmantic notions about .

.human beiavior change that the data simply will not suppoh.

t
.

AND.. Ito

4
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.
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.
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In the Last three years, we nave laid o!..; two dichntonaus models

of 'evaluattor. for azzountability" and "era:us:ion as a service function.-

By erait4-4nt -he, se rwo models, we have cone t better undrstatnd -ur

ofr.P-iist4.onal role. 1-Ls c.P.1f-era-r-4.7,Pt :=Itamt a:fez:5

7n tne focus of.our work, the estahlishirJk- of priorities, the exzernel
,p

and ern a: orzanizatiom of our .umit, and 2,,r:4:121,71.7..

41,

s. ..es. Most of all w helped C.1=7 evaluatipn =it have an

=nett oo ez.:.cationai ;re -: +'F cistrot.

first 7.r _soots some onotepts that ,.:ncer-'n the we models

_ays the.rwc _nest: models 717E

Cestried f:.rst.as two- extremes, trooahly neitner of which exist in

pure fora-lo any school district. A zh4td model, a compronise of these two

extremes, which ca result from az analysis of these fifst two.modelsis

portrayed.
CON C.17"?..7",t" _rRAICEWDRK

The Client for Evaluatitn
'9

Client isa crucial tern. Ciientinav be one of two types:

-.-=14ant-purchaser or c llenere-ipient The.dis, guishing featu=e-hetweez

-

these two types of clients is that the tlient-purchaser has direct power

to purchase while the client-recipient may receive goods or serviQ4 only
I 1.
5

if he influences those who ha4e purchase power to procure the services for

him. ' Using this definitIon, the cl±ent-pUrchaser will be the administration

(superintendent, board,.azd public).whAle the client-recipient will ",-e the

school ptrsonnel who night use the evaluation servi,ce for Lheir purpo es.

Evaluation Purpose

'. .;e define the purpose of evaluation as the use or potential use to

-which evaluation =ay be addressed. Our office identifies the ultimate -

purpose of evaluation as the inprovement of student learning obtcome.

5
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All clients, whether paying or using, will agree theoretically with this

,definition. Interkoediate purposes, however, may hot be so clear. Ub4le

it i5. true that the public, school hoard, and superintendent may well

have political evaluation purposes in mind, the school distrio= taff

may be even more "politically" motivates, because they have at stake the

4.-erg-perschal purpose of prof!ssional advtdcemeht or job retention. Thus,

evalUators are always faced witt a -oolit4ca' rea74tv in wb4ch negative

evaluation in is rarely well reseired. G-Pqs fl975) has made

-is aware of the caradoxioal climate it -.;-_hich evaluation infcrmatiom is

zenerated and used.

Despite the problems associated with deftninz the purpose of evaluation,

the wise evaluator should understand the envircalment in which he operates

and the potential purposes for evaluation ulth both kinds of ,clients

identified.

Philosothy and Evaluation

Thzioumhout the history of man, two conflit-tins, views.of human nature

have operated. In one view, tNL is viewed as innetel.y- good. As such,
.

4e will cho CO o behave rat;ionally and kindkr toward his fellov eah,

unless society ( viewed as an evil corrupter) inflg ences.him to behave
*

wTongzully. In the alternative view, man is seen as barn with "original

`?ere, man is viewed'as-requiridg exor4Qm of evil through baptism,

training, or other continued vigilance. gore modern philosophers may
%.1

phrase this as innate self-centeredness. In education she basically

. 1

good vision of =an is expressed in the Vhilotiophies of Rousseau and I

such contem;orarY romanxicists as Holt, Kohl, and Fliich. The evil view

of man is exemplified in the "world_ view" of Newton CHink)- and more

recently the "fundamental school" and "basic skills" citizen groups.

3
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klthough the relationship may appear oblique, these philosophisalp
dinhotomics can be seen underlying the two models of evaluation as

4

accoumtab4lity. or service.

A,

TWO M:Oil.S SF EVAIZAZ70":k

Anccrmtabi- ity Myyael

The clients for evaluation here are clearly Client -purchasers--

the tn.-, level administrators, board, and thus indirectly the broader

putl4c. Their need sf an evaluation unit is for a 'prief, reliable

report on whether tne prczram wsreed or didn't win terms cf drotIcts

or student outcomes in craer to m=,;-e decisions. They will be particularly

interested it cost information. Not cal: will they be interested in

total program costs, but if there were aChievement gains they will wish

to ktow at what relattve.costs they were gained. They will teed enough

written backup data to be sure of the evaluation unit's competence, out

they ;rill snot wish to hear this data in detail. If there is any process

4nforrlation of direct importance to outcomes, such.as a major failure

the implementation of the program, they may be interested in knowing_this.

in

But they will not cant to hear about he fine points of she process

evaluation.

The philosophy underlying this model is that people act in response

to directions from an authority and usually must be externally motivated

to change their performance. Contrary to much of the recent human

resources and systems analysis theorizing, this model postulates that in

the complex world of human. behavior, simple feedback on the state of the

systet will not be sufficient to (-bane behavior. The immediate human

costb'forChange are frequently so great that external intervention and

orders from ab6epare necessary.

1
4
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OrgPrOrticaally, the essentials that must be observed if the

program accountability model is elected is that the evaluation should be,

an intepeadeat arganizational unit reporting at a very high leyel-of the

410

hierarchy. This is necessary, because credibility is the most crucial

commodity an evaluator has in this e-:4-amt. The evaluator's clients

will not have tiTTIP to read his massive teOhnical -reports not understand

his fine statistics, but they =1st somehow be assured.of his competence

and integrity. Moreover, they must have conffdeace that his work will not

filtere.d of negative information. 7ch- the diagran of this model in

Figure '1 the evaluatiocunit hierarchicallY above the program unit.

This position of the unit will also be crucial., because the tota:1114Lystem is

14kely to the natural enemy (overt or covert) of the unit.

risERT FIGURE 7

be

If this accountability model of evaluation were strictly implemetted,

it would be the least expensive form of evaluation. in zi.onetery terms. Since

communication and coordination with program or school staff and proceAs

evaluation tend to be the most time cons " -'4'g and hence Most-expensive

elemen,ts of evaluation, the reduction in importance of the downward flow

of information in this model can reduce evaluation costs.

In terms of staff support, however, the approach strictly implemented

will be the nost."Afbeasiye."- Staff rese ntment over the evaluator (as

auditor) will gradually lead to distrust. ibis distrust in turn will

interfere with data access and/or data reliability.

2. Service Model

The client in this ease is the client-receiver. (usually the prograv

,

staff), and evaluation a'ssunes a service to that staff. In the

5
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service model's purest form, the evaluatioh stast,f might proNO.ne to the

staff only technical assistance such as statistical analyses or data

processing. The evaluation staff might even report to the program staff

administratively. This organizational arrangement is illustrated in

Figure 2. The two-way directional*ty'of informationflow in this'model

as opposed to tht previous diagram is themost important feature.

INSERT F GURE,2

This model has its philosophical roots in the old rousseauian view

of human nature: it is believed that man will opt for "good" under his

ovn motivation --in this case, educational improvement. The underlying

postulate is that people are always motivated,to perform at their
. = 1

maximum level; evaluation served'only to-provide accurate information

about the state of the program or system. It is implied that no external

motivation or threat is needed to provide change.

The evaluation staff following this model would be quickly attuned

to in-course program changes and could pick-up on process differences as

they occur. Ideally, evaluation services would be requested at appropriate

times, and the datamOuld be iMMediately,used by the program staff.

Several weaknesses are immediately obvious in this model. Most

importantly, negative information is likely to be filtered out before

reaching major decision-makers. This may lead to the ietedtion of bad or

weak programs. By the same token, the evaluation*design may be'at the

mercy of the program staff. The clients may not request or,approve

appropriate evaluation resources, which will then lead to inaccurate or

invalid data or its interpretation. The program staff is also unlikely

to place a high priority on the long-term pay-offs of evaluation

compared to immediate budget needs' of the program. Hence, the allocation

10
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,of sufficient resources to evaluation to provide adequate process and

,outcome evaluation will be unlikely. Inadequate evaluations can LAOS lead

to evaluation feceiving even lower resource priority, and the downward '

spiral continues. Perhaps the most serious problem for this model for

public school evaluators is that-tite information client here is not the

money-paying client who must eventually support the unit with tax dollars:

THESE TWO MODELS AND REALITY (A THIRD MODEL)

Extensive literature on evaluation theory has appeared addressing

such questions as the fUnction and purposes of evaluation (Stufflebeam,

-et al., 1970, Provus, 1971, Stake, 1967) and the methodology of

evaluation (Popham, 1974, Borich, 1974, Anderson et. al., 1975). Many of

these earlier works have tangentially dealt with the internal

o evaluation units, but none have really made explicit the alternate

/organizational ways in which evaluation services might be delivered within

organization

at local school district..

We believe these models of evaluation as service and as accountability

gay have more practical implications for the Organizationarealities faced
.

by public school evaluation staffs than other extant theoretical work)
.

Regardless of how'well'or how thoroughly evaluations are conducted, the

translation of those evaluations into program actions is often-more dependent

upon the organiiational role which evaluation- plays than 'upon the study

itself.. -We have seen numerous evaluations dropped into the great chasm of

public school Bureaucracy never to be heard from again because the evaluators

lacked the organizational voice. to have them heard.

.The resolution of! the cametin concepts of human nature and behaViOr

change'which are implicit in theilichotomous models described above are not
.

likelyib be totally resolved anirwhere and certainly' not in the political

f

).2:
9
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1

context in list a' public school evaluation occurs today. Thum, one is

unlil-Ply to see any school district evaluation unit.organizatioi that

matches the models desord.htd: Indeed, most units will t

working blend of the.two.models just as We have over our

operation:

ry to achieve a

three years of

In c 197'3 -74 school year.cur unit began under an-ESEA Title IU

grant to provide a node:Ievaluation capabliiry,in amr,district.

with fuzzy thinking predf-nr4nent in our firft 711101,. work, we hcped to

alztieve accountability through providing information as a.service to
.

Atz.:Sin

programs on the achievemen: of rkeir objectives. we ranked am- in the

school district hierarchy that first yearo_zeporting to a director who

reported to an assistant superintendent who reported to a superinteaderit.

Fortunate13, we were established organizationally iadependent

from the programs we evaluated, in direct opposition to some local

'ae-51-4nistrative thinking At the end of that year we communicated to chef

progran staffg on how well they had done with their objectives. We 4id

manage to get.a school board review of those repbrts, but failed to secure

any kind of staff or administrative commitment to program change Not

surprisingly, little program change occurred. The next year's funding

from the district for evaluatioewas about the same--no substantial rhaose.

By whatever yardsticks we could, use to measure the effect of our

"t. A

evalua;ions on district programs that year, we had to rate our trait as

a failure. At, least, however, we were beginning to recognize whht we

should be doing.

The second yea=, we began to take a look at .our own work and

,to analyze our operatioh and our reports. Thanks also to some fortunate
_

4111.

organ*etional chews that occurred, we reported that second year to a

'. 10
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.74.00T -es...
; 3lista3 dep.ItN superintendeat charged with overall respons4,--

for instruction and development. Ue'decided that the pure "service"

. model,44 se, was not viable del and opted for a move towszd the

- accbhntab3litv mode. In oec4=g, this meant we en7h=sized not

fr

objectives did4sioo qi.eatioGs is our report-s- An example is 47-,4icated in

Figure 3:

TNSERT FIG7v7 3

.
We :argot o=r research "4f and maybe conclusions opted ,f0r firm,

bestadicate-d-c9turse recommendations. Moreovef; we began to talk face to

face to board memers and _op administrators and to recognize that reports

:ess imoortant than o.;:- ersona.:

about to occur.

whendec4sions were

In this our third year, we have directly reported to the superintendent

and recognize once again the greater impact of evaluation findings on

action when input ts given directly to the top arhortistrative levels. We

believe that our move tow-aid an accountability model has.demoastrateo

greater payoff for r.bnging educational programs. Our current mb e 0.

operation might be described as in Figure 4.

ENSERT

Nonetheless, we cannot say that a pure accountability model is

viable eieller. "Service,".afrer all, buyt access to information, and any

evaluation unit.that hopes_ to continIne flinctioning has to yield! enough

service to keep its data channels. open.

Thus, we think we have come up with a blend of the "Accounta-
.

bility-Service Model" in which we acknowledge the true role of the

"service" we can reader. We do not believe that

4.

k of evaluation

data alone will Ming about rb2nge in people or-in ueation.

El

11
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"DecEsiod`Westions to be .A.ddressedroy the Ira Evaluat4on

A- Sys:en-L& :el Deoivfor. QAc-st4--=

e

. Aiswers to these at.;estions

the'Smperintendent in
o: 'the proirea.

1. -,F=a14 the in4tv4
continued at

_2. 'Should the ICE

student grqmps
3. Are'=dd4cir,mal

S.

first and seconc

u~ 1 assist - Boa- of Trustees and
4 ^4.- relative `to tree cfr,tinuenhe

Guided E4utat4r-i (IGE) Progrem be

level, expended, or-discontinued?
lamented otly in stools with

n indeMuLflable Characteristics'
inputs advisable if the decisionscm the

questions are positive'
Are there epy partic ular characteristics of IGE or individua>tzed
instruction tohose imp2ementaiion sho-.11d be ettosrazen it AIST,

elemp-tary sthoolc"

B. ?r_gr410-Level Decisi-t ,L,esttots

A--q,wers to the following questions wi2.1 assist those charged with

implementing the vrogrem in their decision m=1-4 -,

1. Should additional training be provided?

2. If additional training is required, should

type?

School and Classroon Level Omestions

it be of a particular

Answers to the questions below will assist those Charged with Makin3

decisions at the sdhool and classroom level, e.g., principals and

teachers.

it -Should adapbgtions or oh:en:gas be madS in the model processes.pf'

IGE as implementation proceeds?
2. is additional resource help needed for the IGE implementation?i

3. Do particular staff members or units need additional truing
or assistance in the implementation of the ICE program?

4. Are thee certain types fd students who may need to be given
particular attention irhe IGE classroom? 'ft.

(

4.

Figure 3: AN EXAMPLE OF A DECISION 41TESTION TABLE
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Both teachers reportedly learned from this trade-off. One remarked that

she had not realized a certain sroup of students never participated in

hel-- class until she sat at the back and watched then being taught by

someone else.

The interns also reported benefits from observing. Under normal cir-

cumstances, interns rarely have the opportunity to see anyone teach a

class other than their =stet teacher. As one intern put it, "By seeing

other interns you get to see yourself with regard to your peer grocp it

is reassuring to know that you are not the only one making mistakes."

All participants liked the exposure to other methods of instruction

and teaching styles. Teachers rarely have a chance to observe one another

teaching particularly if they are in self-contained classrooms. But even

the teachers in the open-space school said that under usual conditions,

they were too busy to observe their teammate adequately. Collegial eval-

uation gave them the chance not only to observe but to focus their obser-

vation using specific criteria.

The quality of feedback exchanged in the conferences was largely

dependent e quality of observations. The best observers were those

guided by a specific criteria that were appropriate to the particular

activity they observed. They learned more from their observations and

were .1,1c *' -f°er their partner concrete and useful information.

Conferences

Conferences require the ability to give constructive criticism with-

out damaging egos or destroying long-term relationships. As our collegial

evaluation program specifies, teachers in the pilot test exchanged feed-

baCk on three occasions: after each of the observation periods and at

the wrap-up conference. In addition, they rated their strengths or

weaknesses for each of the shared criteria on the self-evaluation form,

which is similar to the observation form, making it easy to compare the

two evaluations. In every case, participants were harder on themselves

than their colleagues were.

18



-13-

The interns were much more willing than the elementary teachers to

give low ratings to their colleagues and to give critical feedback on the

observation form. Interns, by definition, are "people learning the skills

of teaching," while certificated teachers (theoretically at least) already

possess these skills. From this perspective, it is not surprising that

interns were more comfortable offering written criticism than the elemen-

tary school teachers. During the conferences, however, teachers exchanged

criticism and did more than pat one another on the back. Although they

were reluctant to write down their negative comments, they were usually

quite candid in their conferences.

An important purpose of the conferences is to develop specific strategies

for improvement. Since the elementary school teachers worked together in

the same classroom area, many of them identified problems that could be

worked on cooperatively. For example, one pair agreed that the noise level

in their area was occasionally too high and they discussed how, as members

of a team, they could create a quieter learning atmosphere. Because these

teachers worked together, they were motivated to help each other to give

feedback that would improve not only their individual teaching performance

but the overall atmosphere of their classroom.

One teacher pointed out that a major difference between criticism during

collegial evaluation and evaluations by an administrator was "the way crit-

icism was phrased." We were continually impressed by the tact and diplomacy

exhibited in the conferences. Criticisms were frequently presented as

suggestions for alternative techniques. In one teacher's words, "Instead

of having someone say, 'you should do this', a colleague was more likely

to say, 'something that worked well for me was this technique.'" This

approach not only was less threatening but was perceived as more legitimate.

If the technique worked for a colleague, it was worth a try.

The interns' conferences emphasized diagnosis rather than specific

recommendations. They spent more time and effort analyzing teaching strengths

and weaknesses than the elementary school teachers did. Perhaps because

of their relative inexperience, they did not have as many concrete suggest-

ions to offer one another and instead de''oted some time at each conference

to brainstorming alternative teaching strategies.

19



-14-

Collegial evaluation provided positive reinforcement as well as con-

structive criticism. Suggestions for improvement were balanced with praise

for effective teaching. Praise seemed to fill a very great need. As one

teacher said, "When your colleague praises you, it means much." Praise

improves teaching by reinforcing successful practices, thus encouraging

their frequent use. In school, teachers rarely receive praise from their

colleagues because they are not observed or evaluated by then. Though the

value of positive reinforcement in motivating pupils is universally recog-

nized, this practice has seldom been extended to teachers in spite of

the fact that the importance of teachers' job satisfaction and faculty

morale has long been recognized by teachers and administrators alike.

The feedback given in the conferences encompassed virtually every aspect

of classroom activity. Teachers learned not only about their own perform-

ance but about the overallitclimate of their classroom. For example, one

intern noted, "There was a warm, cooperative atmosphere in this classroom.

It was created by allowing student work groups to sit together on pillows

on the floor and emphasizing the importance of group evaluation for the

task." Another intern summarized his feeling for a class by telling his

partner, "People are noisy; that doesn't bother me. They are talking,

getting excited, and having fun." On a more critical note, an art intern

told his partner that clean-up period was "utter chaos" and suggested that

students be assigned responsibilities for cleaning up after themselves.

Teachers also reported learning more about the behavior of particular

students. One observer said of a self-directed project, "The autonomous

kids go directly to work, but those who need a lot of teacher direction

and support are left out." During a classroom discussion session, another

observer noted, "While most students seem to be involved, a few appear to

be untouched by the discussion." And during a lecture presentation another

observer said, "A couple of students did not understand; they needed ex-

tensive clarification." These comments became catalysts for discussion in

the conference. The observed teacher wanted to know which students were

not autonomous, which were untouched by the discussion, and which needed

further clarification. The partners then discussed ways to overcome these

problems.
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Some of the observations focused on problems of classroom discipline.

Classroom control was more frequently discussed in conferences by interns

than by teachers. Throughout the evaluation process, interns helped one

another identify which students were creating problems and what might be

done to improve classroom order. For example, one intern learned that

"a small group of boys in the back are goofing off." Following the con-

ference this small group was broken up and dispersed throughout the class-

room.

After specific discipline problems had been openly discussed in the

conferences, both interns and teachers often took steps to solve them.

Overlooking a particularly noisy student is difficult when a colleague has

identified the problem through systematic evaluation and provided a just-

ification for action. For example, many interns reported a reluctance to

openly chastise their students. They feared that any display of authority

would squash independence or creativity, or perhaps more important that it

would jeopardize their students' affection for them. But when a colleague

says that a certain student is testing the limits of tolerance (and what's

more, that the same student creates a similar problem in his or her own

classroom), a teacher feels more justified in trying to find sound teaching

techniques to bring that student into line.

Understandably, much of the feedback exchanged during conferences

focused on the teacher's behavior in the classroom. Some discussions were

directed at subject-matter presentation. Teachers gave each other useful

information about the quality of materials used in lessons, the appropriate-

ness of the language used in classroom presentations, the clarity of object-

ives and direction, and specific techniques for making their lessons more

interesting. These comments ranged from general observations, such as

"The material is going over the kids' heads," to more specific one, such

as "Your explanation of chromatic half steps was a little complicated."

Similarly, the suggestions for improvement ranged from general ones

concerning the teacher's overall performance, such as "You should take at

least a half hour to present material you are now covering in ten minutes,"

to very specific ones, such as "Why not give each student a copy of the key-

board to follow along during your explanation of chromatic half steps?"
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The conferences also provided a forum for discussing teacher-student

interaction, which was a matter of great concern to the participants,

judging by both the criteria they chose for observing and the feedback they

gave during conferences. A common observation was that a certain student

or group of students was ignored. any teachers wanted feedback concerning

whether they used eye contact with everyone in their room, whether they

called on different pupils rather than continually selecting the same ones,

and whether they gave equal attention to students. One teacher learned

that though she was successful in finding occasions to talk with all of

her students individually about their art projects, most of her remarks

were negative. In the conference her partner suggested that "students should

get more reinforcement on the positive aspects of their work." Teachers

continually praised one another for using positive reinforcement.1 As one

said, "You gave lots of 'warm fuzziest this morning and it meant a lot to

the kids."

On a more procedural note, participants found that holding conferences

no more than two or three days after observations improved the quality of

feedback. Similarly, the observation form (where ratings and comments on

the colleague's performance are written) was more useful if it was completed

immediately after observing. But most important, teachers reported that

the quality of their conferences ultimately depended on the willingness of

the partners to be reasonably honest with one another.

1
Teachers rarely told one another to be more critical of their, students'

work or to develop higher expectations for their students, either individ-
ually or as a class. They seemed to believe that each student should
receive a lot of teacher warmth and approval regardless of his academic
performance. We believe that this approach has serious flaws. Other
research shows that students develop greatly inflated opinions of their
academic skills in classrooms characterized by strong and uncritical
teacher approval. Overstressing warmth and praise may have negative con-
sequences, since it can lead students to have totally unwarranted beliefs
about their academic skills. G.C. Massey, M.V. Scott, and S.M. Dornbusch,
Racism without Racists: Institutional Racism in Urban Schools, Occasional
Paper No. 8 (Stanford, Ca: Stanford Center for Researbh and Development
in Teaching, 1975), pp.7-10. Reprinted from The Black Scholar, 7,, No.3
.(November 1975), PP- 10-19.
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Self-Azsessment and Student Questionnaire

Following the structure of our collegial evaluation program, several

of those who participated in the pilot test distributed the student

questionnaire to their classes and completed the self-assessment form as

part of the evaluation process. The teacher questionnaire contains items

parallel to the student questionnaire. These teachers to identify

similarities and differences in their perceptions of themselves and their

students' perceptions. For example, the teacher responds to the question,

"How often do you encourage students to ask questions when they don't

understand what's going on?" Students answer the similar question,

"When you don't understand what's going on in this class, how often are

you encouraged to ask questions?" Like the teacher, students use a five-

point scale which ranges (for this question) from "always" to "never."

After combining the student responses and computing a classroom average,

the teacher can discover the level of agreement between his self-

assessment and his students' assessment. Moreover, by looking at the dis-

tribution of responses, a teacher might find that some students "never"

feel encouraged to ask questions, even though most students "usually" do.

Both the classroom average and the distribution thus provide interesting

and useful kinds of information.

The contribution of these questionnaires to the evaluation process

was summarized by one teacher:

I believe that the student questionnaire was extremely
valuable in providing information that I myself or a third person
could not possibly provide adequately or accurately. The specific
kinds of questions deal with those problems that cannot be readily
observed. They focus on those students' personal and academic needs
that are basic to learning.

One of the most striking results of the pilot test was the high level

of agreement between teachers and students as shown by responses on their

questionnaires. This similarity was not anticipated by the teachers.

One teacher remarked, "I was very surprised to find that my own percep-

tions agreed fourteen out of twenty-one times (over 66%) with the average

of the students. I think this proved that even though my class may not

be the greatest one in the world, my students and I certainly agree on

what it is." Another teacher said, "The questionnaires indicate that I
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have a realistic understanding of my studenti' feelings toward the class

and myself as a teacher."

Despite the general agreement, there were several items on the

questionnaire that produced substantial disagreement between teachers

and their students. These findings raised new questions and prompted

teachers to investigate the underlying reasons for the discrepancy. For

example, one teacher was surprised to find that on the average her students

felt classwork was "usually" too fast and difficult. Her first inter-

pretation was that she had overestimated her students' abilities. After

looking more closely at the distribution of responses, she saw that almost

as many students felt the work. was "just right" as felt the work was

"much too difficult." The second interpretation focused on the diversity

of student ability in the classroom. To improve her teaching, she began

to individualize instruction so that all of her students would be able to

do some things well.

General disagreement was produced between the intern teachers and

their high school students by another interesting question: "How impor-

tant to you is having the teacher like you?" Secondary students rarely

reported that this was either "extremely" or "very" important. The

secondary interns seemed a little hurt and surprised by their students'

indifference. This finding generated a very fruitful discussion among

interns It led to admissions that they were probably pset by this stu-

dent report because they wanted so much to be liked by their own students.

They had just assumed that liking was reciprocal. They confided to one

another that wanting to be liked sometimes interfered with their better

judgment as teachers. This conclusion was incorporated into their over-

all plans for improvement.

By comparison, elementary teachers were a little overwhelmed at their
-1-

students' rating of the* teacher's importance in their lives. Almost all

elernntary students said it was "extremely important" to be liked by -heir

teacher. Of course, these veteran teachers had suspected that th ii-

dents wanted their affection, but they had not known how strong or how

widespread this feeling was. Such unanimity in their students' responses

made them sensitive to a number of related behaviors in the classroom.
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For example, after reviewing the questionnaire but prior to observation,

one teacher noted about another, "Those kids are always touching you, and

you never fail to respond."

In addition to insights gained from students' responses on each item

of the questionnaire, teachers discovered that examining the responses

on several items at once sometimes revealed interesting patterns. For

example, one teacher discovered that her students reported being more

confused than she had suspected. They agreed that the teacher's directions

were unclear and that they were seldom encouraged to ask questions. She

felt that their confusion might be alleviated if she took measures to

clarify her directions and encouraged them to ask questions whenever they

were confused.

Although anonymity was ensured on the student questionnaire, teachers

and interns spent a lot of time guessing which students had given certain

responses. The elementary teachers, who knew their students much better

than the interns, seemed confident of their ability to nake these guesses.

When one student responded that he "never received good grades" even when

he did "good work," the teacher said, "I know who that is, and he's right.

We've got to start giving him some rewards for his efforts." The teacher

was confident that this was the same student who responded that the teacher

never let him know when he was doing "good work."

The participants agreed that maintaining anonymity was important if

they wanted honest responses from students, but one lamented that "it

would be valuable to know a particular student whose answers were radically

different. It may be that this student is having difficult problems that

I have overlooked or that are not obvious to me, and I would want to give

him the special help that might be needed."

In the pilot test, one of the interns did a fine job of developing

his own student questionnaire. He wanted to obtain specific information

about his skills as a choir director. He learned that his conducting was

"fairly easy to follow," but almost half of his students felt that he

"stayed on one piece of music too long." Most of the choir liked the

music "O.K.," with just a few liking it "a lot" or "not much." Only two

students thought he looked like a "madman" when conducting. These items
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provided an excellent supplement to the more general student questionnaire.

Student questionnaires provide teachers with information they cannot

obtain elsewhere. Only students can tell a teacher whether or not they

are interested and comfortable in the classroom. The problems students

perceived were translated into specific criteria for the teacher's col-

league to observe and were discussed in the conferences. The student

assessment was a very valuable input that the teachers took into account

in assessing their strengths and weaknesses and making plans for improve-

cent.

Self-Assessment on Selected Criteria

In addition to the teacher questionnaire, participants completed a

self - assessment form based on the criteria they had selected jointly with

their partners. After tz:-.ir teaching was observed, this self-assessment

could be compared with the observation form to help focus the conference

on areas for improvement. Overal;,, participants were usually much more

critical of themselves, both in ratings and in negative comments, than

their colleagues were. They generally agreed w1111 their partners' ob-

servations on areas of weakness, and most spent their conference in swap-

ping ideas for improvement rather than in resolving disagreements.

A colleague's agreement was helpful in legitimatizing a teacher's

perceetion of her strengths and weaknesses. For example, one teacher

commented, "In discussion, I tend to rely on the same students who always

have the answers, and I do not phrase open-ended questions to include

everyone." When her colleague noted that "two boys spoke often, a few

girls spoke occasionally, but no one else entered the discussion," her

self-assessment was confirmed. A good part of their first conference

focused on how she might increase student participation. In the second

observation her colleague noted that "the discussion included more students

and some who had not previously participated. You praised the newcomers-

Good."

In her self-assessment another teacher noted a need for "some improve-

ment" in lectures because she "relied too heavily on note cards." During

the first observation her colleague identified the same area: "The organiza-

tion and sequence of the lesson is good, but you occasionally stopped to
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refer to notes." At the second observation the problem was not as severe

and the colleague observed, "You relied on notes much less."

Of course, not all of the problems were so easily remedied. In a

self-assessment one teacher reported the need "to project ay mice." Her

colleague noted, "Teacher's quiet voice tends to trail off" on the first

observation form. In the second observation period the colleague reported,

"Teacher's voice does not carry above sound of the slide projector."

This is clearly a problem that needs to be addressed in that teacher's

improvement plan.

The Improvement Plan

Developing a plan for improvement is the most important step of the

collegial evaluation process. But the quality of each teacher's plan

depends on how well the other steps have been carried cut. The plan for

improvement is formulated in a final "wrap-up" conference between the two

partners. Each teacher integrates all the information he or she has re-

ceived from self-assessment, student questionnaires, and peer evaluation,

and presents his partner with a composite list of strengths and weaknesses.

Together the teachers decide on the specific strategies each will use to

improve their teaching performance in areas of weakness. In addition,

they determine how they will evaluate the results of these strategies.

Finally, they identify any resources they will need to carry out their

improvement plan.

In our pilot test of collegial evaluation, the improvement plans

spanned the whole range of teaching activities: presentation of subject

matter, classroom control, motivation, student interest and involvement,

positive reinforcement, and classroom organization and atmosphere. Th2

improvement plans were based on evaluations that shcwed a remarkable

amount of agreement between the teachers themselves, their colleagues,

and their students. In most cases a teaching weakness identified by one of

these sources was corroborated by the others.

For example, one teacher listed as an evaluation criterion, "Do not

ignore any segment of the class concerning questions or needs--give attention

equally." On the student questionnaire several students reported that
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they were "seldom" or "never" encouraged to ask questions in class. On the

basis of classroom observation the teacher's partner noted: "The less

capable students are not Involved, especially those at the back." As

part of the plan for improvement, the teacher specified, "With the help of

my peer, I will first identify those students whom I have ignored. I

will make a point of talking to each of them every day. I'll keep a eh:1...k

list to make sure I spend some time with each of these children." Another

teacher developed a plan to deal with a similar interaction problem in a

different way. To encourage the nonparticipators at the back, she decided

to rearrange the class and move the pupils at the back into the first two

rows. She also said that she would "give those individuals who have not

been participating responsibility for explaining things to the class and

helping others with their work."

An intern chose as an evaluation criterion, "I present subject matter

at a level appropriate to student ability." He was perplexed when most

of his students reported on the questionnaires that they were confused by

his explanations. Then his peer commented, "You use a lot of terms which

go way over some of these kids' heads." In his improvement plan this

intern listed a number of specific strategies to overcome the problem.

Among these were: "I will try to define clearly all new terms which 1

use in class and be more careful to write these terms and their definitions

on the board. I'll use pretests to determine pupil knowledge in the sub-

ject area. For those who do well on these tests I will design self-

directed projects. This will leave me free to spend more time with the

slow-achievers."

Some of the improvement plans called for relatively minor changes;

others envisioned a major reorganization of the classroom and substantial

changes in teacher behavior. Two of the elementary school teachers felt

that they both needed to maintain a quieter learning environment. Such

a concern is not atypical in open-space classrooms. After observing one

another, they discovered that the noisiest time of the day came when they

grouped their students by ability in math and language arts. The noise

came from the "low ability" youngsters, and it prevented them and others

from concentrating. As part of their improvement plan, the teachers
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decided that the next year they would experiment with more heterogeneous

groups.

Many of the identified weaknesses were not so difficult to remedy.

For example, one art teacher, concerned about giving appropriate positive

reinforcement for good work, benefited from his colleague's observation that

he did not have any student work displayed in the classroom. He planned to

"reserve a large space in the art room, school library, and hall display

cases for the exhibition of student work." Another intern, whose problem

was that he never had time to finish his lesson, decided to save a few

minutes each period by letting students distribute and collect classroom

materials rather than doing it himself.

For each of the specific strategies, teachers were asked to determine

how they would assess their progress. Plans for assessment were as varied

as improvement strategies. Teachers planning to improve their presentation

of subject matter often relied on student cognitive outcomes as a measure

of their success. The teacher mentioned above, who planned to explain and

define new terms more carefully, listed as one indicator of progress the

number of times students used the new terns in their essays.

Several teachers decided to use the student questionnaire as a post-

test device to assess their improvement. Comparing the student response

before and after the improvement plan was put into effect would help them

assess their progress in such areas as motivating students, evaluating them,

presenting material clearly, individualizing subject matter, displaying

interest in students, and developing material appropriate to the students'

level.

Almost all of the teachers planned to use collegial observation and

conferences as a method of assessing their improvement. Many had already

set up times to begin another round of observations with their colleagues.

Others decided to change partners. The specific strategies for improvement

would suggest new criteria for the next round of observations. One of the

most gratifying results of the pilot test was that many of the participants

considered our collegial evaluation program so useful that they planned to

extend it throughout the school year. As one teacher said,

I need to have this kind of collegial evaluation on
a regular basis. If my colleague evaluated me
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throughout the year, she would have an under-
standing of the trends inn)? teaching and in a
particular class and the evaluation would be even
more helpful. She would be able to detect subtle
problem areas that I may not be aware of. I could
do the same for her and also continue to learn a
lot by observing another teacher at work.

Conclusions

We began this discussion by criticizing traditional approaches to

teacher evaluation and advocating collegial evaluation as an alternative.

We sunmarized research revealing that teacher evaluation programs are all

weak in one or more steps of the evaluation process. According to teachers

and administrators we have interviewed, criteria for observation are usually

vague or unknown, observations are infrequent, useful feedback is rare, and

plans for teacher improvement are almost nonexistent. The experiences of

teachers in the pilot test of our collegial evaluation program gave us some

evidence for assessing this approach and comparing it with more traditional

methods of evaluating teachers.

Most important, we learned that teachers can and will help each other

perform better on their jobs. We also learned that teachers will take

students' assessments of their teaching seriously and use them in develop-

ing plans for improvement.

We found that the most difficult step of our program was selecting

criteria to serve as a basis for evaluation. But most teachers did select

some criteria that were specific, observable, and meaningful to them. We

also learned that thinking about their criteria helped teachers assess not

only where they might need to improve but what their goals as teachers were.

We emphasized that the steps of the evaluation program are interdepend-

ent and that a weakness in any one of them would diminish the program's

usefulness. This was especially apparent in reviewing improvement plans.

If the criteria were specific, observable, and meaningful, if the observer

was attentive and carefully reported observations to his or her colleague,

and if the feedback exchanged was complete and honest, then the improve-

ment plan generated by the pair of teachers was a thoughtful and practical

blueprint for professional growth. The message is clear; teachers cannot
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participate in this program in a half-hearted manner. If they are to use

it as a means for improving their teaching, they must commit themselves to

doing a thorough and careful job at every step.

Does collegial evaluation work? We believe the answer is yes. Based

on our pilot test we have concluded that collegial evaluation is a useful

approach to teacher evaluation in schools. On the whole, teachers reacted

favorably to collegial evaluation, adapted the program to fit their unique

circumstances, and gained new ideas for improving their teaching.
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